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cyclic sum conjecture $n$ $k$ , $0<n\leq k$
, $S(k, n)$ , $k$ $n$ ( ) ,
,
$S(k, n)=$ { $(k_{1},$ $k_{2},$ . . ., $k_{n})|k_{1}+k_{2}+\cdots+k_{n}=k,$ $k_{i}\geq 1$ for any $i$}
$S(k, n)$ , $n$ (
) , , $\sigma=(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots, k_{n})$ $i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ ,
$(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots, k)n\equiv(\sigma^{j}(k_{1}), \sigma(jk2),$
$\ldots,$
$\sigma(jk_{n}))$ $\Pi(k,n)$ $S(k, n)$
, M. Hoffinan ([4]) ,
Theorem 1 $k>n$ $\alpha\in\Pi(k, n)$ ,
$.. \sum_{(k_{1},k_{2,)}k_{n})\in\alpha}.\zeta(k1, k2, \ldots, kn-1, k+1)n=\sum_{(k_{1},k_{2},\ldots,kn)\in\alpha i=}\sum^{k}\zeta(i+n-201, k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n-}1, k-ni)$
, , $k$ $=1$ $0$
Proof $k_{1}+\cdots+k_{n}>n$ $n,$ $k_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $k_{n}$ ( , $k_{i}$ 1
1 ) , $T(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots , k_{n})$
$T(k_{1}, k2, \ldots, k)n=\sum_{a0\leq a\mathrm{o}<a1<a_{2}<\cdots<n}\frac{1}{a_{1}^{k_{1}}a_{2}^{k}\cdots a_{n}n(2ka_{n}-a0)}$ .
( Lemma 1 )
Key Lemma $(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots , k_{n})$
$\mathrm{Q}.\mathrm{E}$.D.
Key Lemma $k_{1}+\cdots+k_{n}>n$ $n,$ $k_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $k_{n}$
$T(k1, k2, \ldots, kn)-\tau(k_{n’ 1}k, k2, \ldots, k)n-1$
$= \zeta(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots, k-1, k_{n}n+1)-\sum_{0i=}^{k}n^{-2}((i+1, k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n-}1, k_{n}-i)$ ,
, , $k_{n}=1$ $0$
Proof $r\geq 2$ $i\geq 0$ ,
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$0<a \mathrm{o}<a1<<\sum_{n}\cdots\frac{1}{a_{0^{a_{1}^{k_{1}}}}^{i\ldots r}a^{k}2a(2n)a_{n}-a0}a$
$=$ $0<a_{0}<a_{1} \sum_{n}\frac{1}{a_{01^{1}}^{i+1}1kaa_{2^{2}n}k\ldots akn-,-11a_{n}r-}<\cdots<a(\frac{1}{a_{n}-a_{0}}-\frac{1}{a_{n}})$
$=$ $0<a \mathrm{o}<a1\sum_{<\cdots<a_{n}}\frac{1}{a^{i+1}0a^{k}11a^{k}2^{2}a_{n-1n}^{k}n-1a^{r}-1(an-a\mathrm{o})}\ldots-\zeta(i+1, k1, k2, \ldots, kn-1, r)$.
$r=k_{n}-i$ $i=0,1,$ $\ldots,$, $k_{n}-2$
$0<a \mathrm{o}<\cdots n\sum_{<a}\frac{1}{a_{1}^{k_{1}}a_{2}\cdot\cdot a_{n}^{k_{n}}(k_{2}.-a0an)}$
$=0<a \mathrm{o}<\cdot\cdot<a\sum_{n}\cdot\frac{1}{a^{k1}0^{n^{-}}a1^{1}kk2.n_{1n}a_{2}\cdot\cdot a_{n-}^{k}-1a(a_{n}-a_{0})}-kn\sum_{i=0}^{-2}\zeta(i+1, k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n-}1, k-ni)$ .




$=0 \leq j<a<\cdots<a_{n}\sum_{<a\mathrm{o}1-1}\frac{1}{a^{k}0^{n}a^{k}1^{1}a2^{2}a_{n-}-1(k\ldots kn-1a-1jn)}$
$=T(kn’ k1, k2, \ldots, k)n-1$ .
Q.E.D.
Lemma 1 $k_{1}+k_{2}+\cdots+k_{n}>n>0$ , $T(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots, k_{n})$
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Proof $k_{1}+k_{2}+,$ . . $+k_{n}>n>0$ $T(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})$
, $k_{1}+k_{2}+\cdots+k_{n}=n+1$ $T(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})$ ,
$T(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})$ ,
, $k_{1}+\cdots+k_{n}>n$ 1 $k_{i}$ 1 ,
$i$
$T(1, \ldots, 1,2,1, \ldots, 1)>T(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})$
– –
$i-1$ $n-i$
$(1, 1, \ldots, 1,2)$
, $T(1,1, \ldots, 1,2)$
$T(1,1, \ldots, 1,2)$ $=$ $0 \leq a\mathrm{o}<a1<a2<\sum_{<a_{n}}\ldots\frac{1}{a_{1}a_{2}\cdots a_{n-1}a^{2}n(an-a\mathrm{o})}$
$\leq$
$\zeta(1,1, \ldots, 1,3)+\sum_{n ,0<t<a}\frac{1}{ta_{1}a_{2}\cdots a_{n}-1a^{2}n}0<a_{1<}\cdots<na$
,
$=$ $\zeta(1,1, \ldots, 1,3)+n\zeta(1, \ldots, 1\sim n’ 2)+\sum_{1i=}^{n-}\zeta(1\sim^{1,2}1, \ldots,, \sim 1, \ldots, 1,2)$
$i-1$ $n-i-1$
$T(1,1, \ldots, 1,2)$ Key Lemma , $T(1,2,1,1$ ,
. . . , 1), $T(1,1,2,1,1, \ldots, 1),$ $\ldots,$ $T(1,1, \ldots, 1,2,1)$ $\mathrm{Q}.\mathrm{E}$.D.
Theorem 1 , sum formula
Theorem 2 (Sum Formula $[2],[12]$ ) For any integers $0<n\leq k$ , we have
$(k_{1},k_{2}, \ldots,k)\sum_{n}\zeta(k1, k2, \ldots, kn-1,+)=.\zeta(k+1)\in S(k,n)k_{n}1.\cdot$
Proof Theorem 1 $S(k, n)$ ,
$(n) \in S(\sum_{k_{1},k_{2},\ldots,kk,n)}\zeta(k_{1}, k_{2,\ldots,n-1,n}kk+1)$
$= \sum_{\in(k_{1},k_{2},\ldots,k_{n})S(k,n)}\sum_{i=0}^{k_{n}-2}\zeta(i+1, k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n}-1, k_{n}-i)$ .
lemma
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Lemma 2 $0<n<k$ $k$ $n$ ,
$(k_{0},k_{1}, \ldots,k_{n})\sum_{+\in S(k,n1)}\zeta(k_{0,1}k, \ldots, k_{n}-1, k+n1)$
$= \sum_{\in(k_{1},k_{2}\ldots,k_{n}-1t)S(k,n)},\sum_{i=0}^{t}\zeta(i-2i+1, k1, \ldots, k-1, t-n)$
Proof
, \Sigma 71$i=$,
, index $(k_{0}, k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})\in S(k, n+1)$ , $(k_{1},$ $k_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $k_{n-1},$ $k_{0}+$
$k_{n})\in S(k, n)$ , Lemma 2 $l\mathrm{h}_{\Sigma_{i=}^{k_{0+}k2}}n-\zeta \mathrm{o}(i+1,$ $k_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $k_{n}-1,$ $k0+k-n$
$i)$ $i=k_{0^{-}}1$ , $0\leq i=k_{0^{-}}1\leq k_{0}+k_{n}-2$
, \mbox{\boldmath $\zeta$}(ko, $k_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $k_{n}$ )
index , index
index
, 1 Lemma 2
QED.
Lemma 2 , $0<n<k$
$(k_{1},k_{2}, \ldots,k_{n})\in S(k,)\sum_{n}\zeta(k1, k2, \ldots, k-1,\dot{k}+nn1)$
$=$ $\sum$ $\zeta(k_{0}, k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n}-1, kn+1)$ .
( ,kl,...,$k,$ ) $\in s(k,n+l)$
sum formula $n$ $\mathrm{Q}.\mathrm{E}$.D.
2 Duality and the Cyclic Sum Formula
Theorem 1 duality formula ([11]) cyclic sum for-
mula
, dual index duality formula , dual class
2 admissible indices $\mathrm{k}$ $\mathrm{k}’$ “dual” , $s\geq 1$
$a_{1},$ $b_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $b2,$ $\ldots,$ as’ $bs\geq 1$ ,
$\mathrm{k}=(1, \ldots, 1b_{1}\sim’+1,1, \ldots, 1b_{2}\sim’+1, \ldots,1, \ldots 1, b_{s}\sim)+1)$
$a_{1}-1$ $a_{2}-1$ $a_{s}-1$
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$\mathrm{k}’=(1, \ldots, 1a_{s}\vee’+1,1, . .\vee\cdot, 1, a_{s-1}+1, \ldots,1, \ldots, 1a_{1}\vee’+1)$
$b_{s}-1$ $b_{s-1^{-}}1$ $b_{1}-1$
, duality formula ,
Theorem 3 (Duality $(\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}.[11])$) admissible index $\mathrm{k}=(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots, k_{n})$
dual $\mathrm{k}’=(h_{1}, h_{2}, \ldots, h_{m})$ ,
$\dot{\zeta}(k_{1}, k_{2}, \ldots, k_{n})=\zeta(h_{1}, h_{2}, \ldots, h_{m})$ .
$0<n<k$ $\alpha\in\Pi(k, n)$ , $\alpha$ admissible indices dual
$\beta\in\Pi(k, k-n)$ $\mathrm{C}X\in\Pi(k, n)$
admissible dual , $\beta$ \alpha $c$ ‘dual” class
Theorem 4 $0<n<k,$ $\alpha\in\Pi(k, n)$ dual $\beta\in\Pi(k, k-n)$
,
$i$
$(k_{1}, \ldots,k_{n}\sum_{)\in\alpha}((k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n}-1, kn+1)=(h1,\ldots,h_{k-})\in\beta\sum_{n}\zeta(h1, .\mathrm{z}\cdot, hk-n-1, h_{k-}n+1)$
.
Proof admissible index $(k_{1}, \ldots , k_{n})=(1, \ldots, 1, b_{1}+1, \ldots, 1, \ldots, 1, b_{s}+1)\in\alpha$
$a_{1}-1$ $a_{s}-1$
, Theorem 2
$\frac{\neq\alpha}{n}\sum_{>(<a_{1},b_{1>},\ldots,<aS’ b_{s})}b_{s}i=0\sum^{-1}((i+1,\underline{1,\ldots,1}, b1+1, \ldots,1, \ldots, 1b_{s}-1+1,\underline{1,\ldots,1}, b+1-,s-i)$
$a_{1}-1$ $a_{s-1}-1$ $a_{s}-1$
$s$ $s$ ( )
$\frac{\neq\alpha}{n}\sum_{b_{S}(<a_{1},b_{1>},\ldots,<a_{S},>)}(\zeta(1,1,\ldots,b1+1, \ldots,, b+S1)r\sim^{1}’\frac{1,\ldots,1}{a_{s}-1}a_{1}-1$
$+ \sum_{i}^{-}b_{S}1=1\zeta(i+1, \underline{1,\ldots,1}, b_{1}+1, \ldots, \underline{1,\ldots,1}b_{s-1})+1,\underline{1_{f}\ldots,1},$ $b_{s}+1-i))$ .
$a_{1}-1$ $a_{s-1}-1$ $a_{s}-1$
duality formula
$\frac{\neq\alpha}{n}(<a_{1},b_{1}>,\ldots,<a_{s},b_{S})\sum_{>}(\zeta(1, \ldots, 1as+1, \ldots,1, \ldots, 1a2+1,1, \ldots, 1a_{1}+2)-,\vee’\sim$’
$b_{s}-1$ $b_{2}-1$ $b_{1}-1$
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$+ \sum_{i=1}^{1}\zeta(b_{S^{-}}\sim 1, \ldots, 1, a_{S}+1,1, . .-^{1}\cdot,, a_{S}-1+1, \ldots,\underline{1,\ldots,1}, a_{1}+1,\underline{1,\ldots,1}, 2))$,
$b_{s}-1-i$ $b_{s-1}-1$ $b_{1}-1$ $i-1$
, $(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{n})$ dual $(h_{1}, \ldots, h_{k-n})=(\underline{1,\ldots,1},$ $a_{s}+1,$ $\ldots,1,$ $\ldots,$$1\sim$’
$b_{s}-1$ $b_{1}-1$
$a_{1}+1)$ ,
$h_{1},h_{2},. \sum_{(..,hk-n)\in\beta}\zeta(h1, h2, \ldots, h_{k}-n-1, hk-n+1)$
.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4 duality theorem Theorem 2 Theorem
4 $\Pi(k, n)$ , weight $k+1$ depth $n$
weight $k+1$ depth $k-n$
duality theorem weight $k+1$
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